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1. Introduction
WP2 aims at:
•
•

•

(WP 2.1) tutoring the partners in the learning and application of methods (from futures
studies);
(WP 2.2) analysing, in collaboration with project partners (hereafter PPs), the megatrends (i.e.
“external” ecological-social-economic processes with relevant inertia, affecting the local
system) and the local trends (i.e. “internal” processes and forces of change, considering a
variety of local dynamics for social, technological, economic, environmental and political
factors, also named STEEP factors);
(WP2.3) developing, by participatory approach, strategic scenarios for alpine jobs (including
descriptions of future conditions and of the most relevant uncertainties). The expected
strategic scenarios are to be shared and considered as the ground for defining the strategic
decisions.

Specifically, PL has coordinated WP 2 activities. FEM supported PL on coordinating (action 2.1), on
trend analyses and strategic interviews (2.2), on participatory building of strategic scenarios, and
on reporting (2.4). Each PP has carried out actions 2.2 and 2.3 according to regional and local
situation. To better to contextualize the strategic scenarios, action 2.3 was partially performed at
each PP selected remote areas, facilitated by FEM experts, within in a specific 1-day training
workshop.
Expected outputs were:
•
•
•
•
•

report on strategic (2030 as targeted year) interviews,
report on megatrend and local trend analysis (2030 as targeted year),
two strategic scenarios (2030 as targeted year) for jobs regarding each PP’s selected region,
guidelines on strategic interviews and mega- and local trends,
guidelines on strategic scenarios.

Target groups were entrepreneurs, specific stakeholders as local agencies and labour
organizations, interest groups and age groups with emphasis on young adults.
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2. (WP 2.1) Tutoring partners on techniques methodology: workshop and
guidelines
The 1 day-training, at FEM (San Michele all’Adige, Italy), April 12, 2018, included the introduction
on:
•
•
•

anticipation and methods,
method of strategic interviews,
concept of mega- and local trends.

“Guidelines for mega- and local trends and strategic interviews” and templates for reporting
supported the PPs in performing the task.
The training day consisted of oral presentations and group activities in which the methodologies
just presented were experimented. Participants in doing the exercise were divided in sub-groups.

Figure 1 Group photo of training workshop.

2.1.

Training on Strategic interviews

The futures cannot be forecasted, foresight is largely a matter of conjecture, and at the heart of
conjecture lies conversation; the strategic interview is an effective tool to start strategic
conversations with the relevant agents of interested futures.
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According to “seven questions” approach (originated in the work of Institute of the Future1),
strategic interview is a semi-structured interview, based upon a predetermined of open questions.
Such questions are used to gather information from relevant actors about their perspectives
(fears, expectations, strategies, interpretations of changes), in a relatively quick way.
The questions prompt the interviewee to place himself in the future and back in the present,
thinking aloud. The strategic interviews are structured to bring out information about the future
that the interviewee may have never expressed, revealing his capacity to visualize possible
futures, or to question his assumptions about the present changes, or willingness to proactively
intervene (or not) on an issue of interest.
Table 1. The set of open questions in the strategic interview.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

If you could pose three questions to a clairvoyant who can foretell the future, what would you ask?
(alternatives: What is the main concern about the future?)
In the best possible world what would you hope for?
In the worst possible world what are your greatest fears?
What changes should be introduced within the organization? (alternative: which are major decisions with longterm implications to be addressed?)
What key events in recent past have provided good lessons?
What major constraints do you experience inside/outside the organisation/system?
If all constraints were removed, and you could direct what is done, what would you do?

The original set of questions were adapted to the objective of ALPJOBS project and to the kind of
interviewee (differentiating the question style between teenagers and local professionals or
administrators). To frame and introduce the strategic interview, preliminary questions were
suggested, such as:
•
•

how did you arrive in your present position?
what did you see as the initial challenge? Has that changed?

In general, the questions took the following form2:
1. (Thinking about future job opportunities, in 2030, in your territory) If you could pose three
questions to a clairvoyant who can foretell the future, what would you ask?
2. Imagine that in 2030 in this territory, in terms of job opportunities, everything is going better,
what does “going better" mean for you?
3. Imagine that in 2030 in this territory, in terms of job opportunities, everything is going worst,
what does “worst" mean for you?
4. Looking at this territory, what cultural changes should occur to develop make the desirable
2030? (how community culture should change)?
5. What events in your personal history do you think have been significant about your job or
school choices?
6. In your opinion, what are the main internal and external obstacles to achieving a desirable
future?
7. If you could decide what to do without any obstacle or limit (of resources, of authority), what
decisions would you take immediately?
A proposal set of interviewees, at each study area (by each PP), included at least 7-10 people as:
1

Ratcliffe J., 2014. Scenario planning: strategic interviews and conversations. Foresight, 4 (1), 19-30.
The questions were slightly differentiated for the young interviewees, for adult workers or business owners, and for
representatives of local public administration, the three sets of questions are reported in the Guidelines”.
2
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•
•
•
•
•
•

1 young unemployed (or pupil, student, commuter, or studying abroad),
1 young employed (in locally relevant sectors),
1 trainer (in vocational/professional training),
1 education/school managers,
2 local administrators (if possible include a mayor or other elected representative),
2 local entrepreneurs (in sectors such as tourism, agriculture, services).

The group of respondents had to include a minimum of 3 young people (aged 15-34) and at least 2
women.
The interview followed a shared procedure:
•
•
•
•
•
•

conduction in a familiar and comfortable setting for the interviewee,
a principal interviewer supported by an assistant,
audio recording to allow the interviewer to be concentrated on questioning and listening
(rather than on taking notes),
writing down the key points, immediately after the interview, by the interviewer (with the help
of audio record),
transcription and later approval of interview contents by the interviewee,
duration about 30-60 minutes.

To make experience of such interview and analysis procedure, the participants, during the training
and in working groups, answered to (simplified and shortened) questions, by the perspective of
different persons of different sectors (agriculture, forestry, local economics) as in a role-playing;
then, they briefly analysed the results.
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Figure 2 Photos and a sample of results from the training on of "strategic interviews".
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2.2.

Training on Mega- and Local Trends

Megatrends are defined as trends with great inertia that can influence the development of
humanity in the long term.
The local trends concern the main ongoing changes affecting the selected areas and their future
conditions for job creation and maintenance. Shared guidelines specified an explorative set of
interesting socio-economic statistics (among the available ones produced by local public
administration).
As to contents of training activities see “ALPJOBS Guidelines for Mega and Local Trends and
Strategic interviews” in the ALPJOBS web site https://eventi.fmach.it/alpjobs.

2.2.1.

Mega-Trends

The changes megatrends bring with them can go through several generations, profoundly
modifying society. Differently to megatrends, the “simple” trends can evolve or even reverse
abruptly. Being able to "ride" a megatrend, following its development, is a prerequisite for any
development strategy to be robust and durable.
The following megatrends were considered as relevant for the future socio-economic scenarios of
job:
• increasing population,
• ageing population,
• urbanization of population,
• mobility,
• changing characteristics generations,
• climate change.

2.2.2.

Local Trends

Shared guidelines specified an explorative set of interesting socio-economic statistics (among the
available ones produced by local public administration). The indications for desk research were to
be considered only explorative of change type or direction (trends), as the same statistics can have
different local relevance and meaning due to different data sources and different socio-economic
base
According the such guidelines, each partner, considering the selected remote area and, where
appropriate, comparing it with other higher level of governance (geographical or administrative),
collected socio-economic data from available public statistics, concerning the following aspects:
•

•

population at municipal level, with recent dynamics, in terms of number of inhabitants,
possibly by gender and age group, births-deaths, immigration/emigration, where available and
relevant including fertility rate, number of foreigners by gender and age group, (if available) by
provenience or state of origin;
local economy in terms of:
o tourism:
beds by accommodation type, overnight stays, arrivals,
(qualitative information about) type of tourism, main attractions and activities,
average duration, tourist origin (usually available at tourist offices);
8

o jobs:
employees by sector (agriculture, services, manufacturing, commerce),
unemployment (where available, by age groups),
(qualitative information about) commuting employees (working outside the
area);
o society:
education system: n° students by age group or education level,
list of schools/education organizations within (or surrounding) the selected
remote area and students enrolled,
(qualitative information about) basic activities of local social services (e.g.
disability, addictions, alcoholism…) and about youth and elderly needing
assistance/care (usually available at social/health service offices),
associations and cultural activities: n° by type, n° volunteers, particular local
events (e.g. festivals),
general comments about available or lacking services in the area i.e. “for what
you have to go out, what is on site” (e.g. education, health services, hospitals,
emergency).
These aspects were considered the most informative on the conditions and the social and
economic dynamics in the communities concerned, but obviously not exhaustive.
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3. (WP 2.2) Outputs of local exercise: Analysis of Strategic Interviews and
Mega- Local Trends
3.1.

Strategic interviews

In the period June-October 2018, PPs performed several “strategic interviews” involving local
stakeholders (61 in total, with an average age of 39 years).
%
N°
N°<35-year-old

Male
61%
37
9

Female
39%
24
12

Figure 3 Information about the interviewees.

The interviews content was translated and organized into a “table of answers” to help cross
reading and bringing out the convergence and divergence points between the different
respondents. The interviews were then resumed and analysed by means of valuation grid (in form
of two excel sheets with predefined tables; see Par. 5.2.1).
For the details see files of the “Report strategic interviews and analysis”s elaborated by each PP in
the ALPJOBS web site https://eventi.fmach.it/alpjobs.

3.2.

Mega-Trends

For the information about relevant megatrend interesting the EUSALP regions see the file of
”Report on Megatrends” in the ALPJOBS web site https://eventi.fmach.it/alpjobs.

3.3.

Local Trends

The collection of data varied according to different definitions of selected areas (due to the
different territorial governance systems among the PPs) and according to different sources (and
level of detail) of available public statistics.
For all gathered information see files of “Report on Local trend” elaborated by each PP in the
ALPJOBS web site https://eventi.fmach.it/alpjobs.
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4. (WP 2.3) Participatory building of strategies scenarios
The 2 days-training, at Chamber of Commerce, Industry, Craft and Agriculture of Bozen/BolzanoItaly (June 21 and 22, 2018) focussed the concept and use of “strategic scenario” and engaged the
participants on a simulation of strategic scenario building procedure, using the “Shell method”3
and 2030 as targeted year. In the “Shell method”, there is not speculation about «the future» (as
in forecasting) but about a range of possible futures that may arise from the uncertain course of
the forces of change and that will affect the organizations’ strategies about the interested issues in
the long period. Scenarios are consistent and coherent descriptions of alternative hypothetical
futures that reflect different perspectives on past, present, and future developments, which can
serve as a basis for action. (Van Notten, 2005).
To perform the tasks “Guidelines to tuning local strategic scenarios” and templates for reporting
were provided to PPs to allow PPs repeating at local level the scenario building procedure. Such
procedure was simplified and adapted for ALPOJBS project (a real application of the method
would require at least four 1-day meeting, along 3-4 months).
As to contents of training activities see “Guidelines Tuning local strategic scenarios” in the
ALPJOBS web site https://eventi.fmach.it/alpjobs.

4.1.

Training activity

The training day consisted of oral presentations and group activities in which the methodologies
just presented were experimented. Participants in doing the exercise were divided in sub-groups.
Participants were focused on explorative and strategic scenarios, for the following reasons:
•
•
•

the interested territories and communities are varied, the project considers multiple
perspectives, multiple level of governance; thus, the interested issues are complex and
without clear and predefined decision frame,
the scenarios should be useful and indicative for real strategies rather than produce precise
forecasts or foresights for scientific interest,
being strategic scenarios qualitative, the building procedure can be performed without specific
tools or skills and is suitable for a participatory setting and to be implemented with local
stakeholders.

The building of strategic scenario entails the following steps:
1. defining the Decision Focus and the Key Decision Factors,
2. identifying the relevant Driving Forces,
3. identifying the Critical Uncertainties,
4. building the Scenario Framework,

3

In the 1960s, General Electric and Royal Dutch Shell introduced scenario techniques in their corporate planning
procedures and since the 1970s scenarios achieved prominence in speculations about the future of society, the
economy and the environment; in literature this approach (based on two key uncertainty axes) is included within the
“scenario planning” method. (Shell, 2008. "Scenarios: An Explorer’s Guide", available at www.shell.com/scenarios)
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5. framing the Scenario Characteristics and Storylines,
6. identifying the Implications, Issues & Options,
7. identifying the indicators (signpost or dashboard) for Monitoring the Future.
Considering the time constraints and the experimental nature of ALPJOBS, the workshop and the
work of PPs, with local stakeholders in their territories, only considered the first six steps of such
procedure.

4.1.1.

Decision Focus and the Key Decision Factors

The first step in the process was to agree on the strategic issue the group want to address.
The focal question or decision focus ensures that the scenarios are relevant to the strategic issue
at hand or to the strategic decision under consideration. A decision focus includes:
•
•
•

scoping statements of functions and geographies involved or affected by the decision,
scoping statements of what’s not included,
period in which the costs and benefits of the decision will be realized.

The Key Decision Factors are the forces, variables or processes that will probably drive or influence
the strategy and its effects, such as:
•
•
•

key externalities affecting the decision,
events of outcomes about the future we would like to know more about to improve the quality
and relevance of decision,
related to external, largely uncontrollable conditions.

Participants agreed on the following decision focus:
“Consistent with AG 3 of EUSALP strategy, what LONG-TERM OPPORTUNITIES for Remote Alpine
Areas should partners pursue that will provide the basis for a COORDINATED POLICY improving the
adequacy of competences through education and training (systems) for the labour market, by
2030?”
Participants identified a preliminary set of decision factors:
•
•
•
•
•

digitalization,
demography,
climate change,
borders (cross-level governance),
EU agriculture Policies.
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Figure 3 Decision Focus and Key Decision Factors defined at the training workshop

4.1.2.

Driving Forces

The scenarios will ultimately be stories describing how different sets of interrelated forces lead to
different future outcomes. Identifying the forces driving the focal question might involve simply
constructing a list. The intent of the process is to open new thinking and not to reinforce existing
frameworks.
PPs discussed and shared ideas about what has happened and insights about what may happen in
future around a possible long-term strategy and coordinated policy for remote alpine areas
improving the competences through local education and training (systems) for the local labour
market at 2030.

Figure 4. Forces and drivers of change in the period 2000-2040.
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The topics (content of post-it) were clustered into following categories:
1. agri-policies: changing subsidies from EU, competition in agri-products by plain-flat areas agriproducts, Agri-EU policy,
2. family issues: gender balance, building family, change of pension schemes, new housing
concept, new village community of generations, change of pension schemes (public),
3. local politics (stability): administrative aggregation, political instability, populism leads to low
cooperation, political stability (EU, National, Local),
4. connecting technologies: internet connectivity, technology helps monitoring farming, block
chain technology,
5. international relations: opening borders (relation with different countries),
6. migration issues: immigration from other EU-countries, seasonal migration, immigration nonEU, Change of view for entrepreneurship by immigrants, emigration,
7. land use dynamics: barriers in buying land or to became entrepreneur, pasture abandonment,
forest management/abandonment by private land owners,
8. sustainability issues: awareness about climate change, request for nature, green jobs, energy
literacy, support acceptance of mountaineers by society (urbans), changing value to/of local
production, awareness for ecological agriculture (pesticides),
9. education systems: languages bi-trilingual (especially in border areas), e-learning, increasing
competition of education institutions, increasing tertiary education => leaving remote areas,
10. public services: decentralization of education and services (investment in South Tyrol),
decrease in public services.

4.1.3.

Critical Uncertainties

Purpose in building scenarios is to explore the boundaries of uncertainty and to look for a broad
range of future outcomes. The emphasis is on divergence not convergence. Some driving forces
are more important than others and some are more uncertain than others.
Clusters of forces are distinguished into two groups:
•
•

predetermined: with a narrow range of possible outcomes or to some extent knowable, with
adequate data or knowledge,
(truly) uncertain: with a wide range of possible outcomes and completely unpredictable.

The topics considered as “uncertain” are ranked according to an increasing uncertainty and an
increasing impact.
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Participants agreed on the following classification of the above reported topics:
Predetermined

(truly) Uncertain

Agri-Policies
Family Issues
Education Systems
Public Services
Migration Issues
Land Use Dynamics
Public Services

Local Politics
Connecting Technologies
International Relations

Figure 5. Ranking of the driving forces by uncertainty degree and along a gradient of potential impact.

During the workshop, all partners agreed that Connecting Technologies and Local Politics can be
considered the most uncertain and most impacting driving forces in all selected territories.
“Connecting technologies” are developing very fast and in the next years will likely change
communication, logistic and production. Despite their rapid evolution, the use and benefits from
development of connecting technologies may be locally delayed due to low digital literacy in the
ageing communities of rural remote areas or even limited by bureaucracy or inadequate
investments on infrastructures. This variable in 2030 could evolve in two opposite conditions:
where (in the local community) everyone is connected as if they were in a "smart" urban area, or
where connection technologies cause or exacerbate a digital divide between generations and
between young experts and unqualified young people.
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“Local politics” is defined by the local administration and government bodies that in future might
evolve towards an increasing willingness to change, innovate, include or, in the opposite possible
direction, towards and rigid and defensive attitude against any change.

4.1.4.

Scenario Framework

The critical uncertainties are interpreted and represented as orthogonal dimensions, where each
quadrant represents a unique scenario in terms of combination of the critical uncertainties within
a 2x2 matrix of plausible future outcomes. Each scenario is described by a title a short paragraph
describing the essence of each possible world.
Connecting Technologies and Local Politics and the relative possible extreme outcomes in 2030
(above mentioned) set the axes of the scenario framework (quadrant).
Starting from the above-mentioned uncertainties, participants identified four possible scenarios
entitled: “Technological inclusive”, “Old style inclusive”, “Rigid and dividing middle age”,
“Generation smartphone (funny and stupid)”.
Below are the scenario frameworks as defined by the PPs (in the period July – August 2018).

Figure 6. The scenario framework constructed on two axes of uncertainty.

4.1.5.

Scenario Characteristics

This step involves identifying major characteristics and building a story for each scenario.
Characteristics are generated in a creative brainstorming session, accordingly to the set of
identified variables and related possible state. The intent is not to tell “true” stories of the future
rather to outline the possible ones. The “real” future will likely contain elements of all four
scenarios. The goal is to learn from the scenarios, to gain insights on what could change, why it
could change and what this knowledge might mean for strategic decisions.
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A draft of narrative was sketched for one of the four scenarios (see Errore. L'origine riferimento
non è stata trovata.), using shared definitions of what could be plausible opposite outcomes in the
selected variables.
The specific and plausible assumptions under the Scenario 3 are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education Systems: the local educational system includes a limited number of youngers, being
with scarce resources,
Connecting Technologies: robotic automation technology is relatively accessible
Public Services: public services are distant,
Family Issues: fragmented families (or with members elsewhere) are little integrated with the
local community,
Sustainability Issues: sensitivity about sustainability is common in all scenarios,
Land Use Dynamics: territory monitored but difficult to reach remains at risk of abandonment.

It should be noted that during the training seminar, only a selection of identified variables were
used; the original method requires to consider all the variables and for each one define possible
states in the future.
From these premises, the Scenario 3 “Rigid and divisive middle age” was represented by a
narration like the following (written by FEM experts, during the training).
June, 22th, 2030
Adrian is looking at his smartwatch. After the extreme rains of the last few days, the meteo-alert is
forecasting "hot day with dangerous UV level.”
Telling himself: “I have to activate Dog-rone, my drone-shepherd to recall the animals to conduct in the
barn, from the alpine pastures, before the sun is too high and that the UV rays become too dangerous for
their health”.
Adrian is at risk of being unemployed. Arrived in the valley at beginning of 2004, he tried to become
an innovative farmer, notwithstanding the difficulty in buying a piece of arable land or even using
local pastures for locals and non-rich people. The activity of cattle and sheep breeder has been
damaged by recent extreme weather events, drought and frosts have made breeding much more
expensive.
His son, Denis, 18-year-old, is part of the local community, this year he has not passed the admission
test for local vocational school. That school would be a good opportunity to get key skills for modern
and environmentally friendly agriculture; despite being relatively distant (one hour's drive from
home), poorly equipped for high-tech agriculture and for web-based production technologies.
Adrian and Denis have won a national cooking competition, with new recipes made with local
products, but the neighbours and the local administration have not helped their initiatives
considering their innovation too innovative and in contrast with the traditional local cuisine.
They are really considering moving to the nearest urban area, with more services, more support for
innovations, and more potential clients.
"Since we realized that others are leaving the valley we are planning to move too."
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4.1.6.

Implications, Issues & Options

Scenarios serve to raise the issues and provide perceptions and perspectives on what the issues
are and what strategic responses could be available. Descriptors of each scenario implications,
such as threats/opportunities, winners/losers, allies/opponents, provide useful insights on which
building robust strategies (see Table 1.

OPPONENTS

ALLIES

LOSERS

WINNERS

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

Table 1. Examples of descriptors for Scenarios 1 (positive) and Scenarios 3 (negative).
Technologically inclusive market – we are prompt
Micro market – waiting for Godot
National tax burden on firms
National labour law
Bureaucracy burden
Age structure of local population decreases workforce
Knowledge of foreign languages remains rather basic
Local transport and communication slowly improving
Stagnation of the economic growth at EU level

regional public authorities no more sustaining firms of
remote/marginalized areas
economic growth at EU level is worsening as well as bureaucracy
burden
changes in national labour law are continuing
local transport and communication system have not changed
ageing of population
obsolete tourism products; no upgrading of tourist facilities downsizing
and outsourcing of workforce
increasing youth unemployment and commuting
low self-esteem by youngster
no innovative contents for lifelong learning set up by TEV centres
increase in part-time and temporary jobs and less time for community
close of firms causes decreasing values in the local real estate sector

Telecommuting (in terms of virtual company or satellite centre or
proximity or office to office)
Technology integration into all value chains
Firms attracted in the area
New alliances between informal education, businesses and schools
Interlink new and traditional value chains
Longer working period for hotels and agritourism
Networking between tourism operators and providers, hoteliers,
farmers, craftsmen and local museum system.

decreasing price of productive and residential buildings (see real estate)
workforce easily available (in the short period)

Municipalities (saving cost through broadband connections)
Young families (setting in a prosperous area)
Disabled persons (with higher access to services)
Proactive youngers (competent and flexible to find or to create own
job)
Local firms (benefiting of new technologies while providing local
products)
People abandoning their studies or not willing to improve their
competences

speculators will buy abandoned houses/apartments
few competing firms will remain with more possibilities of monopolise
sales of local goods and
services

Public local authorities
Local banks
Local craftsmen and firms
Local constructors
District and regional TEV centres
local private advisors to develop projects granted by regional,
national and EU funds
Landowners

Old style local policy makers and entrepreneurs with relatively weak
entrepreneurial spirit

Old-style local policy makers and entrepreneurs

Education authorities closing remote schools
Public local authorities providing decreasing services
Innovative businesses relocating their business
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young generation
municipalities decreasing the level of public services for population
the most innovative firms forced to close or to relocate activities
farmers not able to use innovative IT tools
employee linked to losing value chain firms (forced to move)

4.2.

Outputs of local exercise

Expected output from each PP was a short report including:
•
•
•
•

description of the two Critical Uncertainties particularly relevant for the local context,
scheme of Scenario Framework relevant for the local context,
description of two extreme Scenarios (1 and 3),
description of the related implications and issues: threats and opportunities; winners/losers;
allies/opponents.

For all gathered information see the file of “Report on Strategic Scenarios” elaborated by each PP
in the ALPJOBS web site https://eventi.fmach.it/alpjobs.
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5. Notes
5.1.

On the learning process

To evaluate the process and the results it is worth highlighting that the different activities within
the WP 2 were not only time-demanding but rather new and experimental to PPs.
Different learning can be distinguished in different activities: within the training workshop
(consisting partial or simulated application of presented methods) and within local replications of
methods with local stakeholders (performed by PPs in their territory).
Such learning processes were mutual since involving the PPs as well the trainers (experts in
methods from futures studies but not in the issues related to territorial development).

5.1.1.

During the training seminar

In the first training workshop (Strategic Interviews and to Analysis of Local Trends) the PPs
partially applied the method within a simulation of interview, playing different roles of
interviewee, interviewer and assistant. This allowed the PPs to make experience of the method
and to note the possible problems or difficulties in applying it. From a short debriefing, trainer
annotated such difficulties to produce detailed guidelines for practising it.
As to local trends and to trend analysis, the fact that PPs have different sources for public
statistics, with a different level of geographical aggregation and a different temporal resolution,
caused a difficulty in understanding or agreeing on the level of desirable details.
In the second training workshop (Strategic Scenario Building), the PPs simulated a shortened
application of. Such application was useful to operationally illustrate the procedure (part of it). In
such workshop, PPs reached the fourth step of the procedure (Scenario Framework); the trainers
completed the fifth (Scenario Characteristics and Storylines) and presented the results during the
second part of the seminar. In the short discussion on the procedure, at the end of workshop,
allowed the trainers to define helpful guidelines for replication by PPs.
In both cases, participatory exercises gave to the PPs the following learnings that they met also in
the local workshops:
• including and managing a large number of variables,
• discussing, finding solutions collectively,
• assuming considerable responsibility for the success of the discussion initiating topics, making
unsolicited contributions.
As to management of instructional materials: taking into account that approaches are seldom
implemented in a rural territorial context (see particularly Strategic Scenario Building), routines for
handling materials and supplies have not to result in some loss of instructional time with
theoretical citations and focused on simple examples that are proxies of local application. PPs
should assume some responsibility for efficient operation and activity instructions have to be
provided in multiple modalities so that learners are oriented to materials and are clear about
operational instructions.
As to activities and assignment: all PPs should be cognitively engaged in the activities and
assignments in their exploration of content. As needed, trainer has to initiate or adapt activities to
favour understanding. Debriefing will connect activities to the contents.
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5.1.2.

In the local replication

PPs practised the strategic interview for the first time. Strategic interviews are usually conducted
by professional sociologists or experienced interviewers, requiring skills in helping the flow of
conversation with interviewees, without interfering with own opinions or values, trying to keep
such flow close to the predefined issue, as well as detailed and specific. The analysis of interview
results also requires some experience in qualitative analysis. In some cases, the vague or off-topic
answers highlight the interviewers' inexperience in maintaining the interview anchored to the
topic explored, in any case they produced a satisfactory collection of information.
The collection of statistics (local trends) was probably the simplest task because analogous to what
the project partners often perform in their work; nevertheless, a dynamic and prospective reading
of the systems (and data) of interest is not simple. Some difficult by PPs was the interpretation of
type of requested data, not always matching with the available socio-economic statistics, due to
not clear and standardised instructions of template to PPs on how to interpret different spatial
aggregation and different historical range of dataset. Guidelines for trends’ analyses did not solve
such issue, that will always remain as a gap between the different selected territories.
The development and use of strategic scenarios were the most complex task. Strategic scenario
building is usually used in the private sector (chiefly, within corporations), entailing several
meetings (along few months) within a working group (including the executive level of the
organization), supported by external facilitators or consultants. Such working group is supported
along the process by intermediate reports on the results of each previous step, which the same
group can discuss (or modify) to arrive at defining strategies robust to the relevant uncertainties,
within long-term perspectives. In the territories, the PPs have only developed a part of the
procedure for constructing strategic scenarios; however, the results show that they have
understood the principles of the method well. The descriptors for scenarios, as defined by PPs,
show an articulated and coherent exercise of visioning about possible futures relevant at local
level. Overall, a good understanding of relatively new terms and approaches by all PPs was also
demonstrated by the responses to the learning assessment questionnaire: almost all of them
answered the questions correctly.
The few themes or terms about which there was some misunderstanding were clarified in
subsequent meetings.
As to tutoring activity, it is important:
to understand and explicitly align requirements assisting the needs and expectations of PPs,
to develop and maintain a strength-based and effective tutoring plan with PPs during local
replication as well as to check in periodically needs and progress during reporting activity.
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Table 1 Questionnaire to check WP2.2 learnings.

•

A megatrend is…
… different to a trend, having a greater inertia and much longer period
… like a trend but with larger impacts.
… often locally followed by counter-trends, changes of opposite direction in the short run,
that are however influenced by the first.
Please, write down few examples of megatrends:…………………………….
• What is the scope of a Futures Exercise?
Making forecast or extrapolations.
It depends on the methods and use.
To expand our mental maps about possible futures.
• A future-proof strategy is…
a winning strategy that definitely solves today's problems.
a strategy capable to be adaptable to future uncertainties.
a strategy based on an exact prediction of future conditions.
• Strategic scenarios, according to the “Shell” method, …
are predictive and identify the most likely setting of conditions.
identify ranges of uncertainty around strategic decisions.
are explorative and strategic and serve as basis for specific action.
• A typical project of strategic scenario building consists of…
one day-workshop with interested stakeholders
at least 3 workshops, and takes about 3-4 months
data analysis, field work and desk research.
• The scenario building process consists of the following order of steps:
Definition of the focal question
Identification of driving forces
Identification of
Critical uncertainties
Setting the Scenario Framework
Description of the scenario
characteristics
Identification of strategy issues and signposts
Setting the Scenario Framework
Identifying changing variables
Description of the
scenario characteristics
Identification of driving forces
Setting the Scenario Framework Description of the
characteristics of the scenario
Defining focal question
Identification of strategy
issues and signposts
• The value of strategic scenarios is
in building understanding of the broader policy environment and providing space for
thinking about alternative futures
related to their accuracy and correctness
in building organizational alignment and commitment and in promoting shared learning
• The strategic interview …
is a qualitative research method useful to gather information on the fears and hopes of the
interested parties and to start the construction of strategic scenarios
is a particular approach to the interview focused on specific stakeholders’ decisions
concerns the personal visions of the stakeholders regarding possible futures
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5.1.3.

On the results: common issues and strategic insights

From the results of desk research, from the strategic interviews, from the guided reflections on
the uncertainties and the possible scenarios, common aspects emerged, interesting for all the
studied areas.

i.

Strategic interviews

From the 61 interviews emerged common points: the trigger questions were about the inhabitants
(with declining proportion of young people), the tourism, the future status of public services for
health, education and family welfare, about the local opportunities of job and the number of
commuters, and about the local offer for high and basic level education.
The mentioned hopes for 2030 entail: the collaboration among public administrations (mentioning
several times the “fusion of municipalities”), the mutual benefit between sectors from sustainable
uses of local resources (natured-based tourism, local agriculture), the establishment of
technological smart and close workplaces (teleworking), the education offer to better benefit of
techno-innovation (digital competences). The mindset of stakeholders also appeared several
times, in the desirable future the policy makers are pro-active, open-minded, and locally
supporting the technological and social innovations.
The fears for 2030 concern: failing investments within vicious circle of the more abandonment the
less opportunities and the less investments; the centralization of services that aggravates the
peripheral nature of the areas; the internal division of communities and territories (not
collaborating but competing); the negative image of the area as the pollution or other
environmental problems increase (e.g. traffic congestion, accessibility); and again the negative
attitude of policy makers as well as inhabitants.
The needed changes include: higher wages, creation of “clusters of products and services” (from
product to services) where improve cooperation among companies and with surrounding area,
even at (Alpine) international level; creation of attractive environments for living and working
through investments in infrastructure for younger people (swimming pool, football pitch,
broadband connections); spreading and training entrepreneurial attitude among the young people
through a better interaction between formal and informal/not formal systems; valorisation of
cultural values and uniqueness of territory; restoring existing dwellings fully respecting traditional
landscape
The main constraints consist of: lack of collaboration and trust among peers, and among
communities and municipalities, conflicting relationships between sectors (agriculture vs. outdoor
activities of tourism, past projects that negatively changed the landscapes or places (eroding their
identity); barriers to change and innovation due to bureaucracy of public services (education,
health care, communication); and lack of long-term visions.
Priority decisions would entail: promoting strong inter-community collaboration and hire people
to manage it; improving accessibility infrastructures (rail, road and internet), creating bundle
businesses in the local sectors (wood, agriculture, tourism), renovating privately-owned houses (or
re-organizing their fragmented ownership) to reduce vacancies (or to improve their aesthetic),
developing an business and entrepreneur incubator that is really attractive, with internet
connectivity and other high-tech services to attract businesses and employees working remotely
there; creating network and coordination of cultural heritage initiatives; increasing or improving
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services and spaces for leisure and good quality of life (e.g. sports, outdoors, pools, cultural
centres).
While stakeholders echo their visions and expectations themselves, some megatrends are going to
impact their life and EUSALP region as well the whole society global. But if megatrends are well
recognizable, local impacts can be ambiguous. Such ambiguity might raise from complexity of
current processes and the possible synergies between these such as increasing, aging and
urbanizing world population, while European population is decreasing and aging (with higher aging
in rural and remote areas). This will likely cause change in demand (then the market) of Alpine
resources (tourism, products, natural capitals) and the relationships between local and global
communities; while the difference between generations (in terms of attitudes, values,
perspectives) and the more frequent natural hazards (due to climate change) may challenge the
maintenance of local economic activities (or traditions).
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Table 2.
Questions
(abbreviated)

Questions
(about the
future)

Murau
(EAA)

Valsugana e Tesino
(FEM)

Infrastructure: (Broadband internet), Bus,
train, Murtalbahn timing, Bus timing
schlecht, no car - no options to go
elswhere; Koralmbahn will make it even
worse
Health: fear that the hospital might be
closed, more beds in nursing homes are
required due to old infrastructure in farm
houses; low number of doctors with social
insurance offers (only private practice)
population decline
Education: lower number in pupils and
students,
Housing trends: smaller units and flats, less
single houses are required, needs
investments; Jobs: low number of jobs,
those jobs available are strongly linked to
agriculture or forestry, lack of industry jobs
Administration: change in communities
(lower number of larger communities) was
an advantage; obligatory expenses of
communities are too high, lack of income
from state or EU
Social situation: narrow minded
inhabitants, it is not easy to meet persons
of same age somewhere, low provacy level,
Caretaking of children: communities can
not easily afford it and offer is too low (too
few hours)
Patriotism devoid of nationalist or right
wing tendencies
local culture
nature protection
climate change adaptation

1.Local development direction (use of
local resources and cultural heritage)
2. Essential services for families
(nonemergency medical on-call, schools
different level, local groceries)
3. Jobs opportunities (offered by
tourism; agro-food; improvement
restoration and refurbishing of empty
dwellings of peripheric (hamlets) and
urban centres
4. Demography and quality of life
5. Tourism value chain trend
6. Training (establishment in Tesino of
advanced training schools for typical
activities within remote areas; multiclasses)
7. e-communication and einfrastructures status
8. Inactivity of local policy makers
9. Soft Mobility (opportunity for
tourism and commuting)

Kungota-Maribor (KGZS)
1.1 Development and economic future
of the company, school, farm,
municipality
1.2 Material and social security and
health at the personal level and in the
family
1.3 Protecting the environment, climate
change, international/national security
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Vinschgau
(PL)

Bregaglia/Val M./Valp.
(PoP)

Education:
Continue to guarantee a high level of
education in (almost) all areas, i.e. all
existing types of secondary schools in
Schlanders and Mals should continue to
be offered.
Good command of the languages,
especially the second language Italian
Job offer
To find enough qualified workers (for all
sectors, e.g. tourism, crafts, etc.)
Too few jobs for academics (uncertainty
to work in the studied roof)
Stop the brain drain, especially from the
side valleys
Fear of closing the hospital, which
offers many attractive jobs
Too high wage levels in neighbouring
Swiss region, resulting in competition
for employees
Making craftsmanship more interesting
for women too
Digitalization
Comprehensive broadband expansion
Digital economy needs infrastructure
(fast internet, premises, studios,
augmented reality)
Workplace destruction in craft sector
feared due to digitization
Transportation/Mobility:
Expansion of the railway network
towards Austria/Switzerland
Traffic problems on Vinschger Strasse
Improve accessibility

1. How is it with Digitalisation? / Are
we are innovative? / Can new
technology bring new opportunities for
our regions? / Internet and new apps.
/Where are we with technology?
2. How is it with Tourism? / Will
tourism, agriculture go well? / The
project La Sassa (enlargement of skiarea and contrution of real estate,
holiday apartments) / Hunting and
Sport.
3. How is it with agriculture,
constructions and industry? / Will
tourism, agriculture go well? / How will
the situation be with the woods? (it's
growing were once we had fields).
4. How is the demography of the
region? / Are people still living in Val
Müstair?/ Can we stop the
depopulation the valley?/ There are
always less people especially young
people (it's bad for school, and for
associations) / How can we keep people
here.
5. Will we still have a vocational school
here in St. Maria? / Is there still a
possibility of further education here?
6. Are there still jobs? / Scarcity of work
opportunities. / cross-border
commuters. /Will I find a workplace in
the Italian speaking valleys? / Loss of
interest from young people in turism or
manufacturing and in entrepreneurship.
/ Jobs and border workers / Do we have
new work opportunities thanks to
technology?
7. How will the economic situation in
the near regions be (Valtellina) / How
will our economic situation be? / How
will the energy market be? (water fees)
/ Due to localism, we don't solve some
problems on regional level even though
we should.
8. There are more cultural events, also
coming form the outside. / Culture
9. Will we have 1 or 2 municipalities in
the valley? / Bureaucracy, it stops the
will of people to do something because

2030 Hopes

Collaboration in between municipalities has
enabled a situation where weaknesses of
one municipality is balanced by another
one, mutual benefits led to more financial
resources, plots for companies are
managed on intercommunal level,
Investments in infrastructure: land and
federal states have invested in remote
areas, data transfer and traffic situation
have been improved, better internet,
business friendliness was important
Lower interest in hand craft, more IT jobs
were founded, software developer were
invited actively to some to the region,
digitalisation used to the advantage of the
region, roboter and autonomous
production enabled
Trend to "come back" enforced, Living
costs of Murau are much lower than in
larger cities,
strong feeling of patriotism, that is
nationalist, but related to the beauty of the
nature and the own history in the region
(feeling at home)
Energy vision has been implemented and
the region earns a fortune by exporting
energy
Mindset: more cooperation and less
mistrust
Export of knowledge: hand craft knowledge
has been exported and more workers went
to the region to work there
Murauer Bier not only beer but also health
products are produced and exported
School founded with emphasis on
mathematic und chemistry, bzw. tourism or
care taking
Work available in the region has better
been divided among inhabitants with lower
working obligations for single persons
Requirements of young people, at that
particular age that they are leaving Murau
are better understood and solved (Privacy,
cool places, have fun, Work Life Balance)
local culture furthered
e-learning enabled
„Back to the roots“ - emphasis on local
strengths rather than new innovations
Failure was part of concepts and taken into
account as part of a revision not as
something to be afraid of, trial an error
allowed

1. Soft/slow attractive tourism
(dispersed hotel movement offer; focus
also on multi-season tourism; street
food along trails of hikers and bikers)
2. Merger of 3 Municipalities
(administrative organisation)
3. Use local resources (sustainable
agriculture; protected areas)/products
as opportunity; role of cultural heritage)
4. Soft innovative activities as to
different value chains
5. Enhancement of soft mobility
(opportunity for tourism and
commuting)
6. Cooperation and synergies activation
among value chains and networking of
cultural institutions within Tesino and
with the same organization of Bassa
Valsugana
7. Training (see notes to question 1)
8. Proactive mindset of locals and their
policy makers
9. e-infrastructures (ultra-band) and
smart/agile work

2.1 Better personal professional
development and a better position in
society and in the company.
2.2 Modernizing educational systems
that will educate staff who will be able
to solve real needs at the micro and
macro levels.
2.3 More investments in the
technological development of the
company, the farm, expansion of
activities and investments for greater
competitiveness in the market.
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Place of work/work environment:
Workplaces as close to home as
possible, i.e. no long commuter routes;
Good pay
Diversification of jobs and companies
More jobs for academics
Good training of employees in the
digital sector
Education:
Today's training offer also in the future
and adaptation to future requirements
(above all digital competences)
Company:
Good and balanced mix between
sectors (trade/services,
industry/handicrafts, agriculture) and
greater diversification
Building a "digital economy"
Growth of companies through export
orientation (mainly to Switzerland,
Austria, the rest of Italy)
A well-functioning branch office of the
Bolzano Technology Park (BASIC) in
Schlanders for the promotion of startups and innovation and research.
Public services:
Maintaining the hospital and schools as
large employers, especially for
academics
Decentralisation of public offices or
branch offices of the offices
Tourism:
Investments in high-quality and
sustainable tourism (e.g. cycling
tourism); more 4-5 star companies;
increase in overnight stays/visitor
numbers in structurally weak
communities;"

1. A counter current tourism strategy,
we specialized ourselves in another
direction than the other important
tourist destinations of the area (St.
Moritz, Chur, Zürich). / Health tourism.
/We didn't copy mass tourism
destinations. / We maintained our
territory, maintaining our dry walls and
our environment and our villages which
was good for tourism.
2. The people recognized which goals
are important, such as organic
agriculture and tourism. / The
cooperation with Südtirol, Grisons and
Switzerland is good and brings economic
benefits to the region / Everybody
worked together. / We had good
communications with all the people that
are involved in our economy.
3. The problems with the municipality
fusion are solved. / We attracted here
part of the cantonal administration. /
We understood how the new regional
politics works. / We understood how to
use the tools that the Confederation
made available for us. / We keep
working with the municipal fusion. / We
were able to valorise our cultural-artistic
heritage and our landscape.
4. The canton helped us.
5. Rätoromansich is still spoken and the
first language in school.
6. We developed the resources that we
have in the valley. / Our agriculture
produces quality products / We invested
in renewable Energy. / Young people
come back and create jobs / We found a
balance with economic development
and preservation of nature/ We were
able to valorise our cultural-artistic
heritage and our landscape. / The
project 100% Valposchiavo created new
jobs. /We did investments in order to
show people that there is potential in
the local economy and in the local
products.
7. A Region without cell phone
coverage. High speed Internet availabe
only at home/office through cable. no
WI-FI / Modern approach to the future.
/ We used the opportunity that
technology offers. / We realized that

2030 Fears

Investments failed to materialize, the
region itself could not free itself from the
downward spiral, existing public funds
were used incorrectly
Politics was only aimed at cities and that
did not fit Murau, the local politicians were
bargaining
Health: Hospitals were only available in the
city
World economy: Trade wars have led to
redistribution of now less funds towards
cities
EU has reduced subsidies for LW and FW
and limited rural development programs,
EU no longer exists
Nationalism: Right-wing populism has
intensified and displaces tourists
Climate change: leads to uncertainties and
increased forestry instead of agriculture
It just went on as before
One did not have courage
Local companies were ignored when
placing an order
Recreational opportunities of the region
were not promoted, which is why there
was no driving force to stay (In opposite to
cities with their attraction for young
people)
Inequality of ownership and real estate
worsened,
Young people had no chance in the areas
where they were interested in and capable
of doing, only if one followed the
conventions, one had a chance on job and
money
People did not talk to each other and
especially looked at their own wallet
The politicians were disunited on key issues
Child care was only available half-day
Schools were closed
The entrepreneurs were completely on
their own when it came to recruiting
The image of the region was sold badly to
the outside world, because only negative
messages were sent out
The streets have been allowed to get dirty
Companies have used robots instead of
humans
A power plant was built and the air was
polluted by it

1. Worsening/closure of essential
services (relocation/reallocation of
them to or low valley district or Trento)
2. Worsening of inactive/passive
mindset of local policy makers
3. Demography (emigration of more
dynamic young and newcomers;
increase of elderly people)
4. Weakening of volunteering
association (increase of addictions)
5. Relocation of traditional activities
and remaining medium enterprise.
Wiping out initiatives by young
entrepreneurs
6. Sustainable use of local natural
resources (mainly soil and water) and
conflicts in using them
7 Lack of maintenance of territory
(desertification of hamlets and urban
centres; flooding and soil depletion)
8. Traffic congestion

3.1 Wars, riots, diseases, natural
disasters, climate change, health.
3.2 Loss the social and material security.
3.3 The future of the business idea, of
the companies, farms/school.
3.4. EU/National Regulations.
3.5 Globalisation, the dominance of
large over small in general and in
business.

Increase in emigration, as attractive
local jobs are becoming increasingly
scarce, due to:
Closure of Schlanders Hospital (many
jobs would be lost and people would
migrate)
Closure/reduction of secondary schools
due to a decline in the birth rate and the
attractiveness of the city of Merano
Closure of a larger enterprise and lack of
diversification of the economy so that
jobs cannot be replaced
Centralisation of public services (offices
only in Merano and Bolzano)
Professional situation for young people:
- Graduation no guarantee for job
- Too high demands regarding work
experience
- Digitisation could lead to job losses
and, in particular, threaten smaller craft
businesses
Cooperation and community life:
- poor cooperation between agriculture
and tourism
The tense traffic situation is not
resolved:
Negative effects on tourism and
businesses, as there is no easy
accessibility; danger that the Vinschgau
is perceived as a side valley and thus
restricted in its development.
Climate change:
Glacier retreat poses a danger to water
reserves, especially for agriculture and
the jobs there (very many employees in
the cooperatives).
Dying" town centres:
Closure of smaller shops and thus loss of
jobs in the trade, as online orders
become the rule and it is not possible to
offer a local alternative.
Loss of quality of life, as the shopping
and leisure opportunities on site are
diminishing
Worsening of language skills:
Trend that worse and worse Italian is
spoken cannot be stopped
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1. The region couldn't develope itself
because we tried to copy the bigger
centres nearby the area (St. Moritz,
Chur, Zürich) and we couldn't be as
good / We put our projects into practice
in the wrong way. / Tourism is going bad
because we didn't invest in
infrastructures (La Sassa). /We didn't
valorise our artistic-cultural heritage
and our landscape. / We did not invest
in the local products and we bought
products from outside. Our products
lost value
2. We chose the wrong politicians.
3. We did not collaborate with our
neighbours (Vintschgau, Engadin, EU
and bilateral agreements) / We closed
ourselves and we didn't compare
ourselves with progress. /We had too
much conflict and too many different
ideas. / We closed ourselves.
4. We did not have any technological
renewal. / Majority of people did not
want to be innovative.
5. Valposchiavo is a nature reserve, we
just protected nature and we did not
find a way to let people live in the area /
We did not find a balance between the
preservation of nature and the
development of our activities, we went
too far in one or the other direction.
6. Energy market went bad; the
confederation pays less for the water
fees.
7. We did not invest in education / We
don't have an hospital and other
service./ All the services closed (shops,
post office). / We ruined the quality of
life in Poschiavo and people don't want
to come back.
8. I always think positive and I don't
think that we will arrive at this point.
9. It's not attractive for young people. /
We did not believe in young people. /
Young people did not belive in the
valley. / Young people did not feel
enough attached to the valley because
they left too soon (they left sooner
because they wanted to study) /

Changes to
be
introduced

Use digitization for yourself
Pay higher wages
Improve service for customers, away from
the product to the services
Cooperation: Clusters of products and
services related to wood; Reconciliation of
spatial planning and business settlement
areas with company interests; Use local
synergies, so companies in the region need
to cooperate better
Expanding borders: make offers/tenders to
Vienna and beyond
Become more competitive through online
shops
Qualified employees invest in know-how,
train apprentices,
Business incubators teach young people
how to set up companies themselves and
how to network, these young
entrepreneurs find persons of the same
interest there
Marketing companies should also make
better use of tourist potential / history of
the place, including Gothic, for their own
marketing
Murauer Großbetriebe must also have
branches abroad and thus attract people
who are allowed to work here
Companies should be able to return, for
their own benefit, to get good workers
Firms should set really unconventional
offers: working hierarchy-free and at eye
level, attractive pause design, up to "free
beer" now and then; So enable work life
balance
Stolzalpe must be preserved
The local schools should take up the
subject of wood and offer training in this
area in cooperation with the companies
Company kindergartens should be
introduced, which are based on shift work
and thus enable women to work, even if
very few children are cared for
Those persons who are actually not
working much but only waiting for the
pension should not remain anymore, they
should be dismissed

1. Sustainable mobility management as
to tourism and to commuting
2. Investments (specific
subsidies/grants/ incentives to open
sustainable activities and to stay longer
in the area; recognition of additional
provision of ecosystem services)
3. Mindset to entrepreneurial risk (using
also own capital) and take
opportunities, to innovative behaviour
and to life-long learning
4. Education (to lifelong learning) and
training (more interaction between
formal and informal/not formal
systems)
5. Cooperation (willingness) among
value chains as well as between
economic value chain and cultural value
chains
6. Merger of 3 Municipalities and
change of mindset of policy makers
7. Enhancement of cultural values and
uniqueness of territory
8 Maintenance essential services for
families at same level
9. Restoring existing dwellings fully
respecting traditional landscape

4.1 Slovenia's entry into the EU, NATO
and in €.
4.2 Technological development, ICT.
4.3 Personal, good and bad experiences
(family, marriage, children interpersonal relationships, values,
trust).
4.4 Employment - experiences,
get/change jobs.
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Public sector
The creation of administrative units, i.e.
a merger of individual municipal
services (e.g. accounting, municipal
police), but the maintenance of political
independence.
Public services should increasingly be
offered digitally, accessible from home
Changing the public procurement law,
especially the price criterion, so that
services can be provided by local
companies that use local products and
reinvest the value added locally.
Public facilities must be used efficiently,
so the school buildings should also be
fully functional.

1. Politics must realize that not always
what other people do is right. / 2.
Politics should be braver. / I think the
municipal administration overall is
working well. / We should find a balance
between the professional
administrational and political system
and the current amateur political
system that we have. / Reduction of the
number of municipal, not 7 but 5 that
are willing to work. (professionalization)
/ In politics and in the administration
both genders should be equally
represented. / The municipality should
give incentives to people who are trying
to open a new business or that have a
new project. / Often, we are not seen
Company:
enough from the people from the
Provide incentives for employees:
outside.
flexible working hours, childcare, meals, 2. We should invest less in the older
etc..
generations and invest in infrastructure
Better involvement of employees in
for younger people (swimming pool,
decision-making and better use of their football pitch). / Invest in fast internet
skills
(optic fiber) so that Val Müstair is
Digitalization and make positive use of
attractive also for other types of jobs,
it: Internet, accounting, IT systems,
and it's possible to work like in a city. /
online trading
We should do investments in hotels,
Export orientation also for small and
shops and infrastructures that are old,
medium-sized enterprises (especially to and people don't want to go in and buy.
the border regions of Switzerland and
/ We should increase the potential that
Austria)
we have: the tourism, the nature, the
More courage to try something new
artistic heritage (Giacometti, Segantini,
To move away from the pure idea of
Varlin). / We should develop new and
competition when it comes to
innovative products. / We should
protecting oneself from external
improve the presence of the valley on
dangers: e.g. to build up a common
internet. / We should make the valley
network during digitisation and online
interesting also for young people with
trading.
more events. / We should be able to
crate and support projects (often they
Society:
don't work because of a lack of finical or
More openness and fewer envythinks
human resources)
required. Due to constant competition, 3. Family has a big influence on the
there is too little cooperation in society. profession than young people choose, I
think we must learn how family works in
the future. / Attitude with tourists and
clients should be improved. / Mentality
of people is a bit closed, we should
change the mentality so that we could
develop the valley in a better way. / We
should do something to make young
people see the potential that the jobs
here have. Often, they don't see it. / I

(frequently)
Kreischberg: Snowboard WM
Ski jump, the decision not to continue the
jump,
National Exhibition 1995 and the
establishment of the brand "Holzwelt"
Energiewesen: establishment of the energy
vision and training at the energy camp,
climate and energy model region
LKH Stolzalpe: founded as a lung
sanatorium, now very innovative in the
field of orthopedics
Community structural reform
Removal of the shops from the main square
to the shopping center
(called less often)
Wrong decisions: Ski areas were not
merging / expanding in the past
School sites have been rehabilitated and
materials for students have been
purchased
Regionale 12 (a culture festival)
Construction of the Murtalbahn
beer festivals
"Stubenrein Festival"
Key events in
heritage
recent past Fundamental development of winter
tourism and summer tourism with its
infrastructure
Floods

1. Short-time and -sighted planning and
vision of local and regional policy
makers (failure of regional policies for
remote areas; failure of merger 3
Municipalities; s to farmers, land
reallocation as well as implementation
of a Reparcelling Plan)
2. Wrong model of industrialisation
(seizing) of the district area (no
connection with cultural heritage and
socio-economic fabric; generation of
employees instead of entrepreneurs)
3. Mindset of locals (individualism,
parochialism)
4. Tourism of second houses vs slow and
qualitative as well as updated tourism
(dispersed hotel movement offer, rent
of alpine huts)
5. Eradication of local people from
traditional values
6. Emigration of more dynamic people
and experience and studying out
regional boundaries
8. Lack of "premium" subventions to
remote highlander entrepreneurs
9. Lack of differentiating the
development model of the district
within regional boundaries

5.1 How to effectively upgrade existing
educational and counseling programs
5.2 Professional upgrading, which
knowledge to get that strategies /
programs be better realized
5.3 Change of generation and aging
5.4 Future Jobs for young
5.5 Migration/EMIGRATION
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The development and growth of
tourism and the construction of ski
resorts
The foundation of the fruit cooperatives
and their merger into VI.P.
The successful development of some
industrial companies that now operate
internationally
The fact that operations could be
maintained during the financial and
economic crisis (from 2009-ca. 2014)
and there were hardly any
redundancies. The small and mediumsized businesses as the backbone of the
Vinschgau economy were able to
prevent this.
The increasing professionalisation of the
workforce and the increase in the
duration of education or the average
higher education of people
The opening and expansion of the
secondary schools and the new fields
(e.g. mechanics, machines,
mechatronics and energy) in Mals and
Schlanders.
Work/takeover of family business.
Connection to the home region.
(less frequently mentioned, but also
occurred on other issues:)
The establishment of the BASIC
Technology Park as a branch of the
Technology Park in Bolzano
The Internet and its new possibilities;
the speed in the world of work and
business has increased and the pressure
to perform has also increased.
increasing mobility; of both goods and
people
Trend towards larger shopping centres,
supermarkets, etc.

1. Municipality fusion (people are still
not so happy with it) / Series of thefts
in the last years, changed the relation
with politics and security (shift to the
right) / Initiative that limited the
construction of holiday flats had an
influence for the construction business.
2. Irrigation System (positive) / are of
the landscape, we try to keep and
maintain a natural landscape. / Arrival
of pesticides and fertilizers in
agriculture, which is bad.
3. Natural disasters. /Floods changed
the village of Poschiavo, it was rebuilt in
a way that was good for tourism. / Big
landslide in 2017.
4. Hydroelectric power plants. / Bernina
railway. / Architectural development in
1800-1900. / Solar panels and smaller
hydroelectric power plants. / Repower
(big energy company) tried to do big
projects that could change
Valposchiavo. / Construction of the dam
and hydroelectric power plants. /
Beginning of the tourism (1960) . /
Circumvallation. / Arrival of mass media.
5. 100% Valposchiavo (project that
valorises and develops products entirely
produced in Valposchiavo)/ 2015 Soglio
was chosen the nicest village of
Switzerland. / Poschiavo project (project
who brought new technologies to the
valley).
6. Subventions helped us to develop our
economy, especially in constructions.
7. Fusion of the health facilities. /
Building the youth centre, kindergarten,
Incontro. / Closure of two schools, we
have now just one in the valley. / Being
able to keep the hospital here.
8. People think that, just because we
come from an alpine region we are less
good, this makes us work more and
often we get best results. / People feel
always attached to the valley, even
though they have to leave to work or
study.
9. Openair Cavaglia. / Several cultural
events that unite and make people
proud of the valley.

Major
Constraints

internal:
(frequently)
• complaining, seeing things negatively,
thinking only of themselves
• Individual interests that prevail to the
detriment of the general public
• Envy among the communities, among the
institutions within the region
• Forcing young people out of the region as
only career option
• Division of communities, exchange only
when you have a car
(less often)
• Fewer births in the region, falling
household sizes
• Inhabitants do not accept new
technologies
• Send children to work early to ease the
burden on the family
• Tourist boards should be bundled and
focusing on their core tasks, trusting that
all communities will be equally well
promoted
• Individual farmers close major hiking or
cycling trails for tourism, for their own
benefit only
• Freundlwirtschaft, proximity to political
associations essential to achieve something
• Personal connections are more important
than justifying things
• Beautiful places around the
Leonharditeich have been changed so that
you do not want to go anymore
External:
• Political development towards
urbanization
• Too few investments by federal, state and
EU
• Reduction of prices for food while
increasing the requirements
• Financial equalization
• Traffic
• Location of the district
• Climate change and its effects on farming
and farm handover (higher risk)
(called less often)
• Natural disasters
• Urbanization

Inside
1. Lack of confidence on young by
entrepreneurs
2. Lack of collaboration (internal and
external)
3. Negative Mindset (envy, laziness, lack
of innovation; low self-esteem by
young)
4. Conflicts among economic actors of
value chains (no socio-economic and
political cohesion)
5. Lack of networking with cultural value
chains
6. Inward looking/self-reference of
decision makers at political level and
within associations (no merger of 3
Municipalities)
7. as to farmers no land to buy or rent
Outside
1. Perception of locals as primitive,
rough and wild
2. Economic situation
3. Slowness of education system to
achieve opportunities provided by local
cultural heritage linked to
internalization
4. Wrong political decisions
(subventions or investments; lack of
understanding situation of remote
areas; homologation of different valleys;
no decision on obligation of merger the
3 Municipalities; slowness in providing
modern e-communication and einfrastructures)

6.1 Money for investing in an
enterprise, a farm, for personal growth.
6.2 Educational systems (all).
6.3 Legislation and Administrative
obstacles (limited modes of
employment of young people in remote
areas, CAP, centralized management
policy in larger companies or at the
state level - there is not enough
freedom of decision making in local
units or at the level of municipalities).
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1. Closure of thinking, radicalism
populism, lack of dialogue, manipulation
of the public opinion are things that
have a bad influence from the inside (on
municipal level) as well as from the
outside (cantonal, national and
international level) / Not being able to
open itself and thinking that we can
solve all our problem alone.
2. Inside constraints are lack of
cooperation between people and
villages /Lack of cooperation with
neighbour regions like Vintschgau. /
Lack of collaboration within the
municipalities. / Not everybody sells
products of Poschiavo so the project
100% Valposchiavo could lose
credibility.
3. Negativity of people, we cannot work
so well together(inside). / Older people
are not willing to do something for the
younger people and they just live. That's
why young people leave. / Envy
between the people and the villages
impend every project we try to do. /
There's a lack of a larger, more open
vision. / People fear doing something
new because they think they are going
to fail, it's a mental constraint. / People
are a bit lazy because we have
prosperity, so they don't try to do
anything new. / People are a bit
closedminded and don't want to invest
in new technology.
4. Green party members are powerful
and stop every project. / People don't
have the same interests, not everybody
wants to invest in tourism. / Make
hotelier understand that they need to
sell local products.
5. Scarcity of people.
6. From outside we don't have a lot of
constraints (generous subventions) /
The canton and the confederation don't
give us constraints.
7. Subventions make pressure in
economy very low, which is bad for
productivity. / National, European and
global economic and political issues
have an impact on the region. /Economy
is bad. /The Swiss franc is strong so it's
too expensive for foreigners to come in

Priority
decisions

• Promote strong inter-community
collaboration and hire people to manage it
• Significantly improve infrastructure (rail,
road and Internet)
• bundle businesses in the wood sector
• Upgrading healthcare
• Founding a cooperative with the aim of
converting privately-owned houses to
reduce vacancies (support for the
conversion and marketing of private
vacancies)
• Build a boarding school to attract
students from elsewhere
• Vacancy management, homeowners
support for privately owned buildings
(marketing, renovating)
• Provide creative studios and living space
• Build underground parking at the main
square (cars away from the main square)
• Implement energy vision
• Promote regional food production and
marketing / distribution
• Buy an old building and develop an
incubator that is really attractive, has
excellent Internet connectivity, and
advertises to large businesses that
employees can work remotely there
• Enable exchange among industries
• Offer training cost-effectively
• Organize music festival with offers of
truly different music, giving local musicians
a chance to perform
• Creating a truly attractive children's
leisure offer with offers excellent and
comprehensive childcare but is also
attractive to tourists
• found a wood school, set up a vocational
school
• Recognize the job as a housewife and
provide social security
• to enhance the status of existing
infrastructure
• reduce the number of churches, use the
place differently (culture, green space, ...)

1. Mindset of decision makers
(reduction of bureaucracy) and locals
2. Strengthen support to social sphere
(volunteering associations) and
cohesion (collaborative behaviour;
passing mental barriers being marginal)
3. Long term investments (road,
electrification of Valsugana railway,
mobility in general; more and more
powerful e-infrastructures)
4. Education, training (coaching; longlife education also of young and adult
policy makers; cooperation between
formal and informal/not formal
systems; work experiences in different
value chains, economic and cultural)
5. Subventions for entrepreneurs and
experience abroad by most talented
young (by regional financial support)
6. Promotion of soft and quality tourism
linked to cultural heritage and local
resources
7. Support to environmental EU funded
projects (Agenda 21 and Natural
Reserve Network)
8. Land reallocation of as well as
implementation of a Reparcelling Plan
9. Networking and coordination of
cultural heritage initiatives

7.1 Development of all education
systems that will reflect the needs of
the labor market.
7.2
Investing in development strategies
(investment in IT, optimization of costs,
new products/services, ...).
7.3 Business (transfer knowledge, new
technologies, strategies) and personal
travels.
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Promotion of start-ups through a
technology park (BASIC); provision of
premises for young companies
Create research and training
opportunities, make Vinschgau more
attractive for academics
Expansion of the fibre optic network
Extension of the railway line to
Switzerland/Austria
Lower non-wage labour costs so that
employees can earn a higher net salary
Promotion of companies in their
growth, development and export
strategy
Offer more internships, generally the
youth should get more opportunities to
get to know professions
Craft sector and the construction
industry, making them more interesting

1. I would make people realize what we
have here. (high quality of life) / I would
make young people come here and
make them think differently. / Open
more the mentality. / would change the
way of thinking of the restaurateurs,
they don't have to save on the products
that they sell, if they want quality.
2. I would invest in infrastructures like
the La Sassa project. / I would build a
swimming pool. /I would invest in the
ski-area. / Landscape and architectural
enhancement of the territory. / I would
find solutions for viability
(Circumvallations) / Enhancement of
local products / Investments in
renewable energy/ Land an natural
protection. / Promotion of Valposchiavo
(but not for mass tourism. / I would
invest in good hotels / I would do a
tunnel for the Maloja pass. / I would
demolish some ugly buildings and
renovate the old inhabited ones. /
Organise more events also for young
people. / Do a Museum (about the
territory). / I would renovate the old
and empty buildings in the village. / I
would put the land next to all the farms,
so that we can save time and fuel. /I
would build more streets that go to the
pastures and alpages. / I would reclaim
fields. / I would boost up the railway
and the hydroelectric power plants.
/nvest more in the local products and
not just buy from the outside. / I would
renovate the dry walls in the region.
3. I would try to optimize the existing
infrastructure and save money. / I
would employ a good doctor /I would
open more restaurants, bars, hotels,
museums so that people want to stay
here.
4. Invest in good education. / I would
employ a good teacher so that we have
a solid education /
5. More collaboration with Italy and
Engadin and Poschiavo. /
6. We are already going in the right
direction, I'm happy with how the things
are. There are maybe small things, but I
think overall I'm happy with the current
situation. / Overall, I'm happy with the

ii.

Mega-Trends

Over the next 10-30 years, the following megatrends could be considered as relevant for the
scenarios affecting EUSALP area and the job opportunities of remote areas:
•

•
•
•

•

social: demographic as decreasing population (falling birth rates in western countries but
increasing world population), shift from rural to urban areas (% of the world’s population living
in urban areas: from 2014 54% to 2050 with 66%; reverse “brain drain”), shift towards cities
(search of jobs and career advancement), ageing population (increase of life expectancy;
health care); increasing differences between generations; migration/immigration; speed in
skills mismatching;
technological: hyper-connectivity (i.e. digitisation, access to information), big data (to create
market opportunities for new products and services through Internet of things (IoT) and
Artificial Intelligence, robotics and sharing economy platforms);
environmental: climate change (e.g. possible increase of frequency and occurrence of extreme
events); shortage of resources (e.g. water, food, …);
economic: shifts/reshaping/ of global markets (dependence on emerging markets for
economic growth that will outpace and eventually overtake many developed economies);
increase of global middle class in Asia (from 2009 with 1,8 billion to 2030 with 4,9 billion; by
2030, 66% of the world’s middle classes);
political: multi-polar world (countries will face growing tensions between central and
provincial or local authorities).

4

Figure 7. Impacts of global megatrends on European resource systems .

4

EEA, 2015, European environment — state and outlook 2015: Assessment of global megatrends, European
Environment Agency, Copenhagen.
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iii.

Local Trends

Even among the local statistics and trends one can find elements in common between the PPs’
areas, albeit at different levels:
•

•

•

•

•

social: population is locally stagnating or slightly declining (with, or oscillating in fewer cases,
but in all areas the proportion of young people (<20 years-old) is clearly declining and the
elders (>65 years-old) are going to reach the proportion 1 out of 3 in the population;
cooperation and role of volunteering is sharply declined in some areas; long- and wide life
training, education and extension services have the potential to increase the resilience of
remote areas (knowledge to access to accurate and detailed information allows citizens and
value chain actors to make timely, well informed and effective decisions as well as to
counterbalance the “brain drain”)
technological: connectivity is lacking in some areas with high agricultural activity; not every
community is allowed access to broadband: some hamlets are either cell phone dead zones or
with rather slow connection; the more remote areas can not attract new businesses or reverse
slow declining populations if citizens do not have a fast internet connection; it is difficult to
expand tech services, both in-house and to customers (IoTs, like security systems, won't work
efficiently enough to make them worthwhile for aged people);
environmental: most of selected have a number of environmental resources: land used for
agriculture and food production, grazing land for animals, forest or woodland, natural areas
with native vegetation and animals, freshwater features such as streams, a river or lake; all
these are working as strengths to enhance tourism activities are pivotal for territorial
developing. Some remote areas have faced unprecedented environmental risks in recent years
that are threatening the survival and resilience of the territorial systems; climate change will
have a range of impacts on businesses. Even though new business opportunities could arise,
most of the impacts are expected to be disrupting for local firms: tourism, property and
infrastructure damage leading to increased costs of maintenance and materials and disruption
of value chains (i.e. forecasted reductions in snow cover will negatively affect the winter sports
value chain in many areas; in case of water there will a need of making efforts to ease tensions
between different users).
economic: main economic sectors consist of tourism and agriculture or forestry, and
associated services; the sector of services is in general the most important in terms of number
of employees, the workforce in agriculture and forestry is declining everywhere; tourism based
on nature and outdoor activities is commonly dominating the local economy, with structures
and tourists on the rise, while the number of overnights is stagnating in some areas and
increasing in others; all selected areas have own identity with specific traditional production or
natural resources;
political: all selected areas can be considered as the periphery of urban (or more important)
areas, with a relevant number of commuters (for study as well as for working); this condition is
exacerbated by the centralization and cut (or risk to lose) of public services (e.g. healthcare,
childcare, education); EU, national and/or national funds are insufficient in leveraging
significant public and private investment to address investment gaps in key sectors of the
territorial real economy; as use to land/environmental resources, decision makers are called to
manage tensions often made worse by increasing costs of their management and tightening of
abstraction licensing regimes.
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iv.

Local strategic scenarios

Considering that PPs, in their local and simplified application of scenario building, did not started
from the beginning but from the definition of critical uncertainties (step 3) as shared at the
training workshop. They considered Connecting Technologies as a variable in common with all the
PPs, then they ranked the other driving forces in terms of uncertainty and potential impacts for
the local context to identify the second critical uncertainty and uncertainty axis.
Table 3. The “truly uncertain” variables and the selected as local critical uncertainty, as defined by PPs.

Murau
(EAA)

(truly)
Uncertain

• Local Politics
• International
Relations
• Connecting
Technologies

Locally critical • Local Politics &
International
uncertainties
Relations

Vinschgau
(PL)

Bregaglia/
Val M./Valp.
(PoP)

• Connecting
Technologies
• International
Relations

• Local Politics
• Connecting
Technologies
• International
Relations
• Sustainability
Issues

• Climate Change • International
(Food production)
Relations

• Sustainability
Issues

Valsugana e
Tesino
(FEM)

Kungota-Maribor
(KGZS)

• Local Politics
• Connecting
Technologies
• International
Relations

• Climate Change
(Food
Production)
• International
Relations
• Connecting
Technologies

• International
Relations

EAA identified “Local politics & international relations” as one critical uncertainty. As in many
countries, the political climate in Austria is rather divided. For the future it is difficult to predict
which political blocs will take power. Rapid political change at the local level may lead to rapid
changes in social, housing and education policies. Political change at national, EU and international
level can also lead to rapid changes, especially in the economic field. The importance of local and
international politics has been frequently mentioned by the interviewees in Murau.
According to FEM, international relationships can be considered as critical uncertainty. In rural
remote areas this will affect economic sectors when politics is aiming to attract new buyers and
tourists. Closure of national borders (i.e. Schengen Treaty) linked to a rather unstable politics
could affect costs of raw materials and processed products both to be imported or exported. If this
will situation will occur and be stable many current local firms, enterprise and could be influenced
in terms of either or closing the activity. This situation is closely linked also local politics.
KGZS valuated the climate changes in terms of impacts on local food production as the critical
uncertainty: climate change is expected to have very high impact on local agricultural production
(livestock, vineyards, forestry).
PL chose “international relations” as the most uncertain and influential factor due to the
important export market especially in agricultural products (apples) and the importance of the
tourism, which provides quite some jobs in Vinschgau. Due to the recent international
developments (e.g. Brexit, border controls…) the future developments are even more uncertain
and the dependency of the local companies and job market (especially in tourism and agriculture)
is quite high in Vinschgau.
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PoP expects that “sustainability issues” have a strong impact on the future. Agriculture and
tourism, as well as the safety of the inhabitants could be affected if sustainability issues are not
addressed, making the remote areas uninhabitable.
Starting from the combination of the common uncertainty and the locally defined uncertainty, the
partners constructed the scenario quadrant and outlined a first version of each scenario.

Table 4. Scenario quadrant defined by EAA.

All connected
People in Murau are using intensively communication
technologies. The same is for local businesses. All are
well connected. However, local, national and
international politics are demotivating. Corruption and
frustration among politics occur. Local economy sticks to
old habits and traditions and is generally declining.
Innovation is lacking. Local people stay in their narrowminded mentality.

Murau is well connected, liberal and prosperous
community. Local people are using intensively
communication technologies, are open minded and
motivated. This is also reflected in the local economy,
which is open for all kinds of innovation. Surely, the
local economy is well connected – among each other
and to the outside.

Reactionary
& demotivating politics

Liberal
& motivating politics

Murau is in a bad state. The local politics is backward
orientated, corrupt and inactive. Unfortunately, national
and international politics offer no antidote. In contrast, it
supports the tendency local isolation and economic
decline. On top of this negative situation, local people
refuse to use modern communication technology. In
consequence, people are badly connected among
themselves and to the outside.

Murau is a prosperous community with an increasing
economy. People are liberal and openminded,
however they don’t use the opportunities of modern
communication technologies. The future will show if
the current prosperous situation is sustainable.

Digital divide
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Table 5. Scenario quadrant defined by FEM.

All connected
under performing market - conversion needed
local firms are at the forefront from the technological
and connectivity point of view and collaborating each
other but limited to the regional or national market due
to difficulties in the international one. Almost all local
young people are employed and well prepared or close
to it.

technologically inclusive market – we are prompt
local firms interact with others abroad and receive
orders from abroad; the technology and connectivity
is equivalent as in urban and more industrial areas.
Almost all local young people are employed and well
prepared or close to it

Only
local market

Only
global market

micro market - waiting for Godot
due to difficult international relations (or high costs),
local firms operate in a local or regional market; the
most rely on traditional organizational and rather
obsolete technological models. Firms are not willing to
introduce new digital technology. Young people have not
technologically up-to-date skills, few of them are
employed and in more competitive settings they would
have difficulty in finding or create a job

single niches – buy mine
few distinct local firms have profitable relationships
with others abroad because they are well connected
and innovative. Most of them have profitable and
innovative organizational and technological
production models. Young people have good
technological knowledge and are integrated into
local firms, but many of them with fewer resources
are not skilled in new technologies

Digital divide
Table 6. Scenario quadrant defined by KGZS.

All connected
Fossil fuels - Big business!
Agriculture companies are good connected and used to
the high technologies in order to maximize food
production on global level. Topics production
technologies and logistic services based on using fossil
fuels. The main focus is mass food production with the
lowest cost and cheap final products. This will affect the
local food market by lowering prices and pushing local
producers out of the market. The main profits will go to
global food producers outside remote area. Only if the
renewable energy source (RES) will become more
profitable energy source than fossil fuels, food
producers will use RES. The new jobs will be in service
activities (trade, logistic,…).

Sustainable food production without hot air
the sustainable food production based international
connections, high technologies and the best practices
to mitigate climate change in agriculture production
by increasing local energy efficiency (EE), share of
renewable energy source (RES). Society is aware about
the conscious of the air heating and is willing to
increase food self- sufficient by best agriculture
practice on local level. The new technologies and
science knowledge will be accessible in new
agricultural crops, techniques of soil treatment,
irrigation systems, short food chains,… Many new,
green jobs will be available for young from remote
area.

Global
food society

Local food sustainable
and energy efficient society

NO climate change, NO Paris Agreement – NO changes!
Society rejects climate change and Paris agreement
2016. Society will not change because is no need to
change. Society will not care about negative impact on
the environment (carbon footprint), impacts of climate
change on sustainable local food production and jobs in
remote area. In this scenario local food production will
fall to the minimum, jobs opportunities will be on small
farms, handicrafts and social health care. Other - open
main young will live area.

Conventional thinking
Local enterprises and farmers are dealing mostly on
conventional way of food production, individually on
national and local market. They mitigate climate
changes on conventional way, they do not use high
technologies and connections out of area. Based on
experience gained through generations people about
the environment, sustainable food production and
limits of natural resources. In this scenario for young
will be available jobs by conventional skills.

Digital divide
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Table 7. Scenario quadrant defined by PL.

All connected
In but out
Connected but out of global market
Local companies take part in the global digitalization
process and are always connected; however, they do not
take part in the global market due to lack of
competitivity. Therefore, young people although
technologically up-to-date have to look for high-tech
jobs outside the area.

In and in
All in the open market
Local companies take easily part in the global market
and are always connect and cooperate between each
other. Young people have the same changes as in
urban areas and get a good (technological) education
to get high qualified jobs

Just
local

Total
global

Out and out
Local & Traditional
Local companies do not take part in the international
market and the area is technologically left behind. The
business is more local and traditionally oriented and
young people – not having good IT and technology skills
have difficulties to find high qualified jobs. However
alternative economic models and local circuits are
getting more attractive

Out but in
Open but offline
Some companies act internationally and can take part
in the global market. However due to the lay back in
connecting technology the area is left behind and
especially young people cannot get the necessary
technologically know-how to take part in the global
market.

Digital divide
Table 8. Scenario quadrant defined by PoP.

All connected
Global black
Local society has developed a high technological level
but not focused on sustainability. Companies collaborate
and are connected, but for example logistics have not
been improved in a sustainable way. From the job
opportunities point of view there is a need of new
competences but not in the green sector.

Global green
Local society lives in an interconnected and
technological environment. Technology has evolved in
order to achieve sustainability goals. It helps to
protect society from climate change. This
technological development has created new job
opportunities and the need of new competences.
Local economy is open and interacts with other
regions.

Fossil
society

Green
society

Black exile
Local society has rejected technology and decides not to
live in a sustainable way, without investing in renewable
energy. The local economy is not interacting and is not
competitive. Jobs opportunities are limited to few
traditional fields. The effects of climate change create
difficult living conditions in the region

Green exile
Local society has rejected technology and has
developed only in a traditional way of living focusing
on full sustainability. Off-line, analogic and totally
alternative. Job opportunities can only be found in
traditional sectors and only traditional skills are
requested. The area is a green island not interacting
with the rest of the world

Digital divide
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After that, PPs developed 2 scenarios (out of 4), scenario-1 and scenario-3, likely to be the best
and worst. The related narratives are reported in the WP2.3 Reports.
Concerning scenario 1 and 3, PPs identified the possible scenario implications, such as
threats/opportunities, winners/losers, allies/opponents (reported in the WP2.3 reports), providing
useful insights on which building long-term strategies.

6. Final considerations
Many suggestions can be traced in the PPs’ WP2 reports; such as the following ones to create well
connected, proactive and prosperous communities:
•
•

•
•
•
•

training on communication technology for all local people (to benefit as community from the
coming technological innovations);
new alliances between informal and formal education organizations, with specific professional
training for young people in collaboration with local firms (e.g. innovative internships where
everyone learns something from each other, e.g. local traditional products or productions and
digital promotion);
encouraging collaborative and proactive attitude in the community by specific projects,
dedicated facilitators and training for local policy makers and stakeholders;
cooperation between local companies to participate in global (or at least supra-regional)
markets (e.g. bundles of products and services bridging different sectors);
cooperation between local administrations and private organizations to create or maintain
attractive environments and places to live in and working (and to reduce the obstacles to
innovation);
long-term strategies to sustain local businesses and schools, and to maintain local public
services.

In the identified scenarios, the winners and potential allies often coincide (qualified people and
innovative local organizations, both public and private); the losers will be the people less-skilled or
less prepared for dealing with changes, and the opponents could be the same potential allies but
non-cooperating (unskilled persons), as well as policy makers, businesses and traditional
businesses with conservative and isolationist attitudes.
Each of the mentioned issues could form the basis of a specific project or intervention, answering
questions such as:
● how to make the territories attractive to young and young families?
● how to maintain, counterbalance the “brain drain” and/or attract talents (see innovative
highlander)?
● how to support their own adaptation of traditional and local activities to technological
innovations and vice versa?
● how to cultivate alliances among local firms and Training-Educational-Vocational
centres/institutions for long- and wide-life learning in terms of upgrading relevant skills” or
reskilling locals (both young and adults)?
● how to use and profit from new technologies and/or business opportunities converting them
into an innovative and productive workforce/entrepreneurship?
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● how EU, national, regional and local policy/decision makers are adjusting to a new socioeconomic and environmental challenges?
Some answers to these questions will be focused by the following WPs, some others are already
inspiring starting points for further developments.
Authors5 claim that the organizations today live the “VUCA” situation, with VOLATILITY of changes
to face, UNCERTAINTY of future events, COMPLEXITY of forces influencing organizations,
AMBIGUITY of cause-and-effect situations. To be prepared for these challenges, a positive “VUCA”
is needed: Visioning the desirable futures among the possible ones, Understanding the
complexity, Clarifying intentions and interventions in the long term, Agility to adapt strategies
within ambiguous conditions and trends.

5

N. Bennett, G. J. Lemoine, 2014. What VUCA Really Means for You. Harvard Business Review. January–February 2014.
https://hbr.org/2014/01/what-vuca-really-means-for-you .
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